
Peer-to-peer internet is free unlimited internet and free email forever. Big companies like ATT, Sprint, 
Comcast and Google are trying to keep you from knowing about it.

Peer-to-peer internet makes every phone, gamebox, and anything with an antenna become an entire cell 
phone company. 

The international public internet group (IPIG) http://p2p-internet.weebly.com wants developers to know that 
internet is free, unlimited and you can reach it anywhere on Earth. Finding a cell phone tower or cable box is not 
required in order to reach the web.

The cell phone and cable companies spend billions of dollars trying to keep you from finding out about this. 
They will not be able to profiteer off you if you find out a basic service is actually available to everyone, for free.

Peer-to-Peer Internet and “Neighbor-Networked Web” just made ISP's 
obsolete overnight

FREE UNLIMITED INTERNET FROM PUBLIC P2P MESH NETWORKS IS HERE, NOW!

Per The P2P Alliances at http://p2p-internet.weebly.com

NYC Mesh is trying to get around the big ISPs — one node at a time. Between them and the Red Hook 
Initiative, here's the state of mesh networks in Brooklyn. 

Brian Hall gets on his laptop and types “ev.mesh/” in the address bar. A splash page opens. “This is the Mesh. 
This is not the internet.”

From this page, Hall chats with other people connected to “the Mesh.” Soon, he hopes to create a social network,
where people will find local events and special deals advertised by local businesses. Maybe they’ll even be able 
to access Netflix, Hall said, admitting that this last wish is “just a wacky idea for the future.”

Brian Hall is a member of NYC Mesh, an organization that tries to build a decentralized network of devices, or 
“nodes,” which are connected between them. This network is called “the Mesh,” or meshnet, and is independent 
from the internet: If the internet is down, people who have access to a node can still be connected to each other. 
And unlike the internet, access to a mesh network is free, once you’ve bought the hardware to set up the 
network.

The goal of NYC Mesh is to connect all New Yorkers, provide free internet and “be an alternative to Time 
Warner,” Hall said.

Eight people faced their computers in a room on 3rd Avenue in Brooklyn, during one of NYC Mesh’s recent 
meetings. In Spain, a meshnet group, Guifi.net, managed to create a 20,000-node network, Hall said — actually 
the network has close to 30,000 nodes, according to Guifi’s website. One person at the table asked how many 

http://p2p-internet.weebly.com/


NYC Mesh nodes exist. “About 17, I think,” Hall answered with a smile, as he looked down on the table. 

The Community-Owned ISPs Building an Alternative to Big Telecom in 
New York City

 Written by Jason Koebler Staff Writer

If you want high speed internet in most any spot in New York City, you’re stuck with Time Warner Cable. Or at 
least, that’s how it usually works. But increasingly around the city, citizens and small community groups are 
setting up their own locally owned and operated free wifi networks.

This week on Radio Motherboard, we take a trip to a meetup where two nascent but potentially disruptive groups
were discussing how to collaborate in order to provide new connection options to people around the city. Since 
2012, the nonprofit Red Hook Wifi network has been providing totally free internet to people in the small 
Brooklyn neighborhood. For weeks after Hurricane Sandy struck the neighborhood, the Red Hook Wifi network 
was the only way many in the community could get on the internet or make phone calls. On any given day, Red 
Hook Wifi has about 500 users.

Meanwhile, NYC Mesh is little more than a meetup group at the moment, but its organizers have big plans. Its 
network currently has about 40 “nodes,” or routers that connect to each other to form a larger wireless network. 
Organizer Brian Hall is currently working to set up two “super nodes” that are jacked into a large internet 
exchange will allow anyone in lower Manhattan and large swaths of Brooklyn to bypass traditional internet 
service providers and connect directly to the NYC Mesh network.

Finally, a brand new fiber project is about to give the masses a new option, at least when they’re out on the 
streets of New York. Link NYC is a $200 million project to replace 7,500 payphones in the city with a free, 
gigabit fiber-connected wifi hotspot. We took a trip to Link NYC’s headquarters to check out the new “links” 
and learn about how the project hopes to protect privacy, become a profitable enterprise, and provide 
connections that people will actually want to use.

Topics: Radio Motherboard, podcasts, new york city, Red Hook Wifi, Broadband competition, Municipal 
Networks, NYC Mesh, mesh networks 

“The challenge is to scale up to a size where it becomes a reliable internet source,” Hall said.

Programmers and people with a tech background “all get the idea immediately,” Hall said. They like the idea of 
having a community-run network that doesn’t need the big internet providers. But it’s hard to sustain without 
getting more people onboard. “The average person is just looking for internet, really,” Hall said. “Non-technical 
people just want to watch Netflix so it’s hard to explain to them.”

Free internet might be a selling point for Hall. If one node has access to the internet, it can provide internet to the
other nodes of the mesh network for free.



That echoes the project another Brooklyn-based organization is also currently developing.

Building a free internet network that bypasses the big providers was on the mind of workers at Red Hook 
Initiative (RHI) for a while, but “Hurricane Sandy kind of pushed the development,” said Robert Smith, the 
assistant administrator for RHI’s free WiFi project. During Hurricane Sandy, the internet was down, and RHI 
started to set up internet access points so people could get information and contact their families, Smith said.

FOR TECHNICAL DETAILS ON ONE SOLUTION SEE:  

http://www.tranzeo.com/products/docs/EnRoute500-Mesh-sample-design-report.pdf

RHI pays its internet subscription to Brooklyn Fiber, and redistributes this coverage for free to a dozen parts 
of Red Hook. “We still have a lot of work to do,” Smith said. There are 13 routers operating now, and Smith said
he thinks they need about 40 to 50 to cover the entire neighborhood.

Back in the 3rd Avenue room, Brian Hall said he’s planning to offer similar services via NYC Mesh. As his 
organization installs more nodes, he hopes to connect network with others in New York City, including the one 
RHI has set up. Before his meshnet reaches Red Hook, though, Hall will have to convince a lot of Netflix lovers 
to set up a node.

ALSO SEE: 

http://stopthecap.com/tag/antennas/

http://motherboard.vice.com/en_uk/read/how-a-diy-network-plans-to-subvert-time-warner-cables-nyc-internet-
monopoly

Gregoire Molle is a recent graduate of the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism who has covered 
Brooklyn for The Brooklyn Ink. The native of France is a former radio intern for Parisian radio station Vivre 
FM, where he reported and produced daily stories for its news show.

Profile   /   @GregoireMolle   

The internet may feel free, but it certainly isn't. The only way for most people to get it is through a giant 
corporation like Comcast or Time Warner Cable, companies that choke your access and charge exorbitant
prices.

In New York City, a group of activists and volunteers called NYC Mesh are trying to take back the internet. 
They're building something called a mesh network — a makeshift system that provides internet access. Their 
goal is to make TWC totally irrelevant.

How it works: Mesh networks start with one internet connection, which broadcasts that connection to another 



router and then jumps from router to router until it builds a whole web of "nodes." Each node is its own access 
point where you can log onto the internet like any other Wi-Fi connection.

In New York, NYC Mesh has about 40 of these nodes installed, and for the cost of the router (about $30), 
volunteers will come by and climb trees or rooftops to wire up a new node for anyone who wants to host one.

Mesh networks aren't just a makeshift version of a mainstream internet provider — they're an opportunity to 
create something more free and resilient. Mesh networks like the one in Red Hook, Brooklyn, are built so that if 
Time Warner broadband goes down in the area, mesh users still have internet access. What mesh networks need 
are new nodes that can daisy-chain out to existing nodes to reach places where traditional Wi-Fi hasn't gotten to. 
And in some parts of the world, this is already happening.

A global revolution: Mesh networks caught fire during Hong Kong's Umbrella Revolution, a student-led protest 
movement in 2014. During the protests, the open internet wasn't safe: Chinese government was deleting 
mentions of the sit-ins online, wiping posts from Chinese sites and blacking out CNN's news coverage of the 
movement. 

So the protesters used an app called Firechat, which turns every phone into a node by linking them all together 
over Wi-Fi and Bluetooth to communicate. Tens of thousands of protesters at a time were organizing 
anonymously, without the use of an established cellular network where they could face censorship.

Mesh networks aren't just used for subverting government censors and telecom giants. They can also bring the 
internet to those who don't have a national broadband infrastructure.

To bring the internet to Spanish farmland and blow past telecommunications giant Telefónica, a Spanish NGO 
created guifi.net, the world's largest mesh network with over 30,000 nodes. In Germany, the Freifunk initiative 
helps people create free local networks where there are few public Wi-Fi access points.

If a storm or flood wipes out existing cable infrastructure, or knocks out the broadband in an area, a mesh 
network of rooftop nodes and home routers could bounce the signal along through the air, unhindered.

 Guifi 

The people's provider: NYC Mesh has the potential to be the internet provider of the people, but there's one 
problem: If you trace back the internet connections through the nodes to their root, you'll eventually reach the 
source of the network, which is — guess what — a Time Warner Cable connection.

"Everyone seems to hate Time Warner; that's the thing that unifies the city," NYC Mesh organizer Brian Hall 
told Motherboard. "It's going to be a while before we replace Time Warner, but there's some hope of it 
happening."



FREE UN-CAPPED, UN-THROTTLED, ULTRA-HIGH-SPEED 
INTERNET WITHOUT CENSORING HAS ARRIVED AND THERE 
IS NO POSSIBLE WAY TO STOP IT

The founder of Aereo is promising to bring gigabit internet to every home 

 By Ben Popper, Jacob Kastrenakes, and Jordan Golson 

At a launch event in New York City today, Chaitanya "Chet" Kanojia, the founder of the now-deceased startup 
Aereo, launched an ambitious new wireless hub called Starry. Starry is supposed to offer gigabit internet to the 
home, but delivered over a wireless network rather than a traditional wired one. The technology was built by the 
same antenna experts who made Aereo, and may run into its own regulatory troubles as it attempts to leverage 
unlicensed bands of spectrum.

"It’s a little bit like witchcraft."

Like Aereo, Starry is a questionably ambitious idea. Kanojia wants to deliver extremely high-speed internet over 
the air using millimeter waves, which don't travel very far and aren't very good at penetrating obstacles — not 
even water in the air. That means Starry will have a lot of technical hurdles to overcome. The company is only 
presenting a sleek wireless hub at its event today, but it seems like more hardware — perhaps something outside 
the home — will be needed to fully connect to Starry's gigabit wireless network. It also means that Starry will 
need to set up broadcast points in very close proximity to its customers or use some sort of mesh technology to 
improve its reach. Doing that would likely make it harder for Starry to reach its goal of gigabit speeds. So, to be 
very clear, there's a lot to be skeptical about here.

Starry hasn't provided details on how it'll get around the many technical limitations in its way. "What are 
millimeter waves you ask? It’s a little bit like witchcraft," Kanojia says. The company keeps repeating a dense 
list of technologies — OFDM modulation, MU-MIMO, active phased array — which apparently add up to a 
solution. Kanojia acknowledges that no one has attempted internet delivery over millimeter waves before 
because it's difficult to get a connection from outside to inside of a house. But Starry has supposedly figured out 
a way to "steer" the signal using a bank of tiny antennas that increase the connection's power and accuracy. 
"People historically assumed fiber was the answer at all times," Kanojia says. Starry's approach, he claims, is 
"the most meaningful, scalable architecture anyone has proposed to this point."

http://www.theverge.com/users/Jordan%20Golson
http://www.theverge.com/users/Jacob%20Kastrenakes
http://www.theverge.com/users/Ben%20Popper


 

Kanojia says that he wanted to launch Starry to give consumers an option about how they get internet. Most 
people are stuck with only one choice of internet provider — two if they're lucky — and it's difficult for new 
competitors to enter the space. Laying wires is expensive, as is launching a more traditional wireless network, so
Kanojia is once again in charge of a company taking an unconventional approach in an attempt to quickly enter 
and disrupt an established market.

The company's hub, called Starry Station, doubles as a Wi-Fi router that can be controlled through a small 
touchscreen. The Station is supposed to include a built-in "internet health monitoring system," which will break 
down how much bandwidth different devices are using throughout the home and can suggest creating new 
networks to better suit specific devices.

"Did he say what the solution was?"

Starry still has a lot to prove. "A phased array is the worst possible choice for millimeter wave antenna. It’s 
terrible. I don’t understand it. The feed structure is very lossy, and it’s not cost-effective compared to a reflector 
or lens antenna," says Spencer Webb, an antenna consultant and President of AntennaSys. "[Kanojia] said it’s 
hard to go from the outside to the inside, but did he say what the solution was? Millimeter wave won’t go 
through a window."

Starry will launch its service first in Boston, with its hub selling for $349.99. It hasn't said yet how much it'll cost
to get internet service delivered to that hub, but it has said that there will be no contracts or data caps. Sales will 
start on February 5th, with deliveries beginning in March. Starry plans to launch in additional cities throughout 
the year.

To start using free-forever internet today, see:



SopCast - Free P2P internet TV | live football, NBA, cricket

cached 

SopCast is a simple, free way to broadcast video and audio or watch the video and listen to radio on the Internet. 
Adopting P2P(Peer-to-Peer) technology, It is very ...

http://sopcast.com/

FilesOverMiles - Send files direct to other users (P2P ...

cached 

Your files are sent the shortest way - directly between the recipient and you. There are no intermediate servers 
slowing down the process. Try FilesOverMiles and send ...

http://www.filesovermiles.com/

Freenet

cached 
wikidata 

http://www.freenetproject.org

Peer to Peer: Das neue Internet | ZEIT ONLINE - Die Zeit

cached 

Kein Problem: Wer seine Daten den umstrittenen Internet-Giganten nicht ... Office -Anwendung, Video- und 
Datentausch über P2P-Netzwerke.

http://www.zeit.de/zeit-wissen/2012/05/Das-alternative-Netz

 PPTV

cached 
wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PPTV

Peer-to-peer - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

cached 

Peer-to-peer (P2P) computing or networking is a distributed application architecture that partitions tasks or work
loads between peers. Peers are equally privileged ...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer-to-peer

Shareaza - Bringing P2P Together

cached 

Shareaza is a peer-to-peer client for Windows that allows you to download any file-type found on several 
popular P2P networks. Shareaza is FREE & contains NO Spyware ...
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http://shareaza.sourceforge.net/

Watch Football Online

cached 

Watch Football Online. Football live streaming from England, Spain, Germany, Italy and France to your pc or 
mobile devices. It is free preview only.

http://asiaplatetv.com/

Ares - [Home] Download latest version 2.3.8

cached 

AresGalaxy is a free Filesharing-Bittorrent p2p client connected to TCP supernode/leaf network and UDP DHT 
network. Ares features a built-in directshow media player ...

http://aresgalaxy.sourceforge.net/

Peer-to-Peer – Wikipedia

cached 

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Connection (von englisch peer „Gleichgestellter“, ... auf dem Internet realisiert werden, ist 
daher ein zweites internes Overlay-Netz, welches ...

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer-to-Peer

Ares | Ares Download - P2P File Sharing Program |...

cached 

Ares.net is the official Ares website of the ONLY working version of Ares – the revolutionary P2P file-sharing 
platform that lets you download unlimited free music ...

http://www.ares.net/

gulli.com - Internet - Filesharing - Grundwissen - P2P

cached 

P2P steht eigentlich für Peer-to-Peer, also die Verbindung zwischen zwei Teilnehmern einer Tauschbörse. 
Gemeint ist hierbei also der direkte Austausch von ...

http://www.gulli.com/internet/filesharing/grundlagen/p2p

P2P/Winsock/Internet Programming VB.NET tutorial

cached 

Welcome to the p2p.wrox.com Forums. You are currently viewing the VB.NET section of the Wrox Programmer
to Programmer discussions. This is a community of tens of ...

http://p2p.wrox.com/vb-net/9681-p2p-wi[...]rogramming-vbulletin-net-tutorial.html
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Internet2 Peer to Peer Working Group - P2P WG

cached 

The Internet2 End-to-End Performance Initiative (E2Epi) is aimed at improving end-to-end performance in the 
network infrastructure by focusing resources and ...

http://p2p.internet2.edu/

The Pirate Bay founders are building a P2P internet | KitGuru

cached 

6 Jan 2014 ... The Pirate Bay has been shaking up the internet for over a decade at this point, first by helping 
popularise torrents, then by its founders ...

http://www.kitguru.net/gaming/security[...]-bay-founders-building-a-p2p-internet/

How to setup and configure DVR Cloud P2P …

cached 

Complete version of how to connect DVR to Internet and Android mobile and laptop or Internet Explorer 
settings from www.cctvcameraspy.com In this video we ...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dbRSZzFUzE

The Alternative P2P Wireless Internet Network: The Netsukuku Idea

cached 

 Would it be possible, using p2p and wireless technologies, to gain independence from internet providers and 
make free and open net ...

http://www.masternewmedia.org/the-alte[...]s-internet-network-the-netsukuku-idea/

P2P, Top-Downloads für Linux - Download - heise online

cached 

Internet, Dateitransfer, P2P, 12 Programme für Linux bei heise Download.

http://www.heise.de/download/linux/internet/dateitransfer/p2p-50003505129/

Firechat Enables Private Off-The-Internet (P2P) - Disruptive Telephony

cached 

In the text he outlines how they do decentralized "off-the-grid" private messaging using an ad hoc mesh network 
established between users of ...
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http://www.disruptivetelephony.com/201[...]p2p-messaging-using-mobile-phones.html
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